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Stewardship and Spray Service Providers 

CropLife and SNV extend contract by a further six 

months 

In April 2016 SNV-Ethiopia and CropLife signed a          

framework agreement covering cooperation in the           

implementation of the Horti-LIFE project. The modality of 

cooperation as well as the focus of activities has changed 

since the initial implementation, in that: 

The concept of Spray Service Providers was adjusted as the 

functions of the SSPs were split between farmers doing the 

actual spraying and farmers providing the pesticides and 

advice, called Kebele Pesticide Agents (KPA’s) 

This split meant an increase in the number of people to be 

trained and an increase in the total number of training days. 

This has been further enhanced as the number of districts 

(woreda’s) in the project has increased over time. 

In addition to the work on the ground with farmers, lobbying 

for the recognition of the role of SSPs and KPA’s became 

important. This meant engaging with the Ministry of         

Agriculture and Natural Resources (MoANR) for their role to 

be formalized. 

 

All these developments had consequences on both the budget and timeframe of the agreement and on 1 March a revised 

agreement was reached addressing both areas. The term of the agreement will now run to end June 2019. 

During the visit to Ethiopia, Les Hillowitz and Rudolf Guyer met with members of CropLife Ethiopia to brief them on the          

potential of a new project that may emerge in the next few months.  

The issue of having sufficient trainers available for this project was discussed at length, but with the renewed commitment 

from member companies, this was not seen as an obstacle. 
Les Hillowitz 

Gerrit Holtland, Chief of Party, Horti-LIFE and Rudolf Guyer discussing the 
details of the extension to the contract and the revised budget 

L-R: Leul Mengistu Belay, BASF, 

Rudolf Guyer, Yohannes     

Zekarais Mulat, Bayer, Seifu 

Rikiti, Syngenta and Aklilu Asfaw 

Huluka, Consultant  
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Stewardship and Spray Service Providers 

CropLife Egypt continues Responsible 

Use and Anti-Counterfeiting awareness 

through the “BASF clinics” 

 

CropLife Egypt continued with its efforts in 

Responsible Use and Anti-counterfeiting 

awareness through the BASF clinic. BASF 

held a one-day clinic in Shewa village,        

Dakahlya Governorate for smallholder     

farmers on 15 March. 

Shewa village is popular with vegetable        

production and they do experience problems 

with counterfeit pesticides.  

In addition most farmers do not use PPE 

when applying pesticides. 

Said Abdella, CropLife Master Trainer,          

delivered both the responsible use and         

anti-counterfeiting awareness programs to 

the farmers in Shewa village. 

 

Farmers with infected plants 

Said Abdella discussing responsible use with a group of 
farmers 

Said Abdella 
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Development of a Container Management Pilot Project, Lilongwe, Malawi 

 

In preparation for the Container Management Stakeholder Workshop on 22 Feb, several interested stakeholders, primarily the 

tobacco industry were visited. Valuable inputs and cooperation was received from FAO covering this mission. 

 

When visiting the Environmental Affairs Department (EAD), under the existing legislation, empty pesticide containers are       

classified as hazardous waste and the recycling of hazardous waste is not permitted. However, EAD supports industry’s           

initiatives but to proceed an “Exemption Permit” (EP) will be necessary.    To obtain an EP, the selected recyclers will need to 

make submission to the EAD detailing exactly what their requirements are: including, recycling, storage and transport. As part 

of the process EAD would need to conduct an environmental and social assessment. 

 

The Stakeholder Workshop took place in Lilongwe which attracted 44 participants and by all accounts the agenda covered all 

the relevant topics. 

 

At conclusion of the workshop the following was agreed on: 

• CropLife Malawi will work with FAO to get a special exemption permit for the identified recyclers from the Department of 

Environment. 

• For now, the tobacco companies and other organisations can start to introduce triple rinsing on a more rigid basis and 

store the containers while awaiting the recycling process to commence. 

• The sensitization program needs to start immediately in readiness for the start-up of the recycling process which will 

take 3-4 months. 

There is a need to harmonize messages within the different crop sectors, e.g. translated triple rinse leaflets and posters. 

Les Hillowitz 

Group Photo 
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Stewardship and Spray Service Providers 

CropLife Egypt undertakes IPM        
training for SGS 

 

CropLife Egypt was requested by SGS Egypt 

to conduct an IPM training program for their 

staff in order for them to qualify for       

GLOBALG.A.P. audit training.  

 

Said Abdella, a Master Trainer within 

CropLife Africa, Middle East, conducted the 

IPM/RU training for SGS personnel whilst the 

program was coordinated and organized by 

Eng. Mahmoud Said. 

 

SGS started their services in Egypt in the 

1960s, operating from an office in Alexandria 

to provide quality inspection services to the 

agricultural sector. In 1992 SGS established 

a head office in Cairo.  

 

Today, they employ more than 400 experts 

located throughout the country. 

The program took place on 10 - 12 March at 

the SGS warehouse in the “6th of October 

city”, Cairo, Egypt.  

A total of 8 participants attended from SGS 

Egypt and all received Certificate of         

Competence. 

Said Abdella 

Said Abdella conducting sessions 

Group Photo 
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SAICM - Africa Regional Meeting and 2nd Intersessional Process 

Representatives from CropLife Africa Middle East and national CropLife associations from Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Kenya and 

Nigeria were among over the 80 stakeholders at the SAICM-Africa Regional Conference held in February 06-08 in Abidjan, 

Cote d’Ivoire.  

They provided inputs into the discussions on progress in the achievement of the SAICM goals, as well the future outlook.        

Other delegates were drawn from the Ministries of Environment, funding organizations, the health sector, regional economic 

communities, NGOs and the private sector. 

 

Group photo with the Minister of Environment of Cote d’Ivoire, 4th R-L, 1st row) 

The CropLife delegation at the conference comprised of representatives of the national associations of Cote d’Ivoire, 
Ghana, Kenya and Nigeria, the Director of Regulations, the Regional Director WCA and the DG/CEO 
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Among other inputs, an update on CropLife International’s pesticide management approach was provided highlighting the HHP 

portfolio review process, results and key learnings.  

In addition, industry’s capacity building efforts on the 11 basic elements of the Overall Orientation and Guidance were provided 

including; risk assessment, GHS and and stewardship activities implemented in the region.  

Some examples of stewardship activities in Africa were provided by representatives of the CropLife associations of Cote        

d’Ivoire, Ghana, Kenya and Nigeria  

Later in March, CropLife International were among over 300 delegates at the Second Meeting of the Intersessional Process 

for Considering the Strategic Approach to International Chemicals Management (SAICM) and the Sound Management of 

Chemicals convened in Stockholm, Sweden, from 13-15 March 2018. 

Both meetings were aimed at facilitation stakeholder inputs on strategic approach activities, reviewing progress and shaping 

the future approach for SAICM and the sound management of chemicals and waste beyond 2020.  

Stakeholders provided inputs on the future of SAICM specifying the desired vision, policy principles that will guide stakeholder 

efforts, objectives, milestones, iimplementation arrangements, including finance and governance. These will be considered 

further by the third meeting of the Open-ended Working Group in October 2018 

Leticia Reis Carvalho, Brazil, Co-Chair of the Intersessional Process 

Bama Yao & Stella Simiyu Wafukho 
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EAC Regional Multi-Stakeholder Consultation Meeting, 19 – 21 March in Kigali 

At the invitation of the EAC Secretariat, a 

delegation of 5 representatives drawn from 

CropLife Africa Middle East network joined 

over 50 stakeholders at the EAC’s regional 

multi-stakeholder consultative workshop to 

engage in the final processes of validation 

of EAC pesticides management guidelines. 

The workshop was attended by technical 

experts from five EAC Partner States,        

Swedish Chemical Agency, FAO, USDA 

and representatives of Eastern Africa Grain 

Council and the EAC Civil Society          

Organization among others.  

The objectives of the workshop were to get 

final contributions to the draft pesticides 

management guidelines and a brain         

storming on the main elements and            

modalities for implementing a regional     

strategy on risk reduction of Highly            

Hazardous  Pesticides (HHPs).  

The harmonized pesticides management 

guidelines for pesticide registration data 

requirements, trials for pesticides efficacy, 

residue trials for pesticide registration and 

establishment of maximum residue limits 

(MRLs) were presented, discussed and 

validated to be taken through the EAC    

requisite processes for eventual             

implementation in Member States.  

These guidelines are a culmination of the 

work of EAC Partner States’ constituted 

technical working groups started in 2016 

and taken through national stakeholder   

consultative workshops at the end of 2017  

L-R: Evelyne Lusenaka, Harish Dhutia, Stella Simiyu, Joseph Kibaki, Solomon Seruwo  

Stella Simiyu providing comments at the meeting 

Stella Simiyu Wafukho 
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Missing Maximum Residue Limits (MRLs) Workshop held at the Headquarters of the World Trade            
Organization (WTO) in Geneva 

A Government – Industry workshop on Missing Maximum Residue Limits (MRL’s) was held on February 26 at the WTO 

Headquarters in Geneva. On behalf of the global grain traders and some major grain export countries (Canada, USA.       

Argentina, Brazil, Australia, New Zealand, etc) Canada organized this event and offered the private sector a platform on the 

first day which was then followed up by internal discussions by the country representatives to the WTO on the second day. 

From Africa, Middle East there were 3 representatives (in addition to CL AME, represented by Rudolf Guyer): Kimwaga 

Mhando from the Eastern Africa Grain Council, Kenya, Lucy Namu from Kephis, Kenya and Geoffrey Onen from the           

Directorate of Government Analytical Laboratory in Uganda. Kimwaga presented some insight into the grain trade, especially 

referring to maize in Eastern Africa and Lucy Namu presented on the status on regulatory harmonization in the East African 

Community. In essence, the “Who’s Who” in the field of pesticide residues worldwide was present: Ian Reichstein, Australian 

Government Department of Agriculture, Luis F. Suguiyama, Ms Julie Chao, USDA/ FAS, Jason Sandahl USDA/ FAS and 

from the pesticide industry Michael Kaethner, Bayer, Craig Dunlop, Syngenta and Carmen Tiu, Dow, Pierre Petelle, CropLife 

Canada and Wiblke Meyer, CropLife International. 

The main topic was around missing MRL’s which in the grain trade – with boats carrying tens of thousands of tons of grain 

can result in massive business losses if importation is refused. The agenda covered the role of Codex MRLs (which               

interestingly seem to lose importance on the global level), the growing differences in MRL setting at country levels and the 

obvious lack of harmonization on a global level. The diverse and differing MRLs set for pesticides increasingly results in trade 

barriers between countries and through this, drives up prices of food commodities and final food prices.  

The fact that many countries, instead of developing specific MRLs or Import Tolerances (IT) based on their local food basket, 

prefer rather to set IT at the Level of Detection (LoD) is of a growing concern in recent years. Where in the past a farmer in an 

export country was safe in following the national pesticide label with the clearly defined application of a registered pesticide 

he now must consider all potential export destination countries for his crop and check first whether the applicable IT in that 

export market can be met. If those IT are set at the LoD the use of any registered pesticide may no longer be possible for 

such export farmers. It will be interesting to follow the next steps and actions that the WTO may decide upon.  

Kimwaga Mhando (to the right) from the Eastern Africa Grain Council, Kenya presenting an insight on the 
maize trade in Eastern Africa 

Above Right:  Kimwaga Mhando  

Rudolf Guyer 
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CropLife Uganda holds 2018 AGM 

CropLife Uganda held its tenth Annual General Meeting on Friday 2nd March 2018 at the Fairway Hotel in Kampala.  

Members companies thanked the Secretariat for the successful rollout of the Spray Service Provider concept in the    

country which was undertaken with the support and guidance from CropLife Africa Middle East. Members expressed 

great interest in participating in the upcoming Spray Service Provider projects.  

The meeting was attended by the CropLife Uganda, newly confirmed Patron, The Honorable Kasamba Mathias who is 

currently the Chairman of the Agricultural Sectoral Committee in Parliament. During his first address, he encouraged 

CropLife Uganda to strengthen its’ membership so that they have all the major importers of crop protection on board.  

Amongst the key issues highlighted during his closing remarks, he stressed on the following activities as fundamental to 

the success and growth of the industry namely; 

• Strategizing in reducing counterfeit products on the market. 

• For CropLife Uganda to make data available to the public on the volumes imported per year, this, with the support 

of MAAIF. 

• To make CropLife Uganda more visible by exhibiting activities to farmers through trade shows, newspapers etc. 

• To lobby and identify potential government agents such as the Uganda Coffee Development Organization, and 

others, in the promotion of the good agronomical practices by CropLife Uganda. 

•  The Honorable Kasamba Mathias also undertook to champion CropLife Uganda’s interests at the political level 

and to lobby for favorable laws and policies that will enable sustainable agriculture. 

Group photo taken during the CropLife Uganda Annual General Meeting with the Honorable Kasamba 
Mathias 2nd for the right 

Betty Atto 
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CropLife South Africa holds 2018 AGM 

CropLife South Africa held it’s 2018 AGM on 13 March and an extract of the President’s Report is as follows: 

 
Market Conditions   

 

• The current estimates for maize, albeit down from the previous record season, is still at around 12 million MT 

• Soybean plantings are expected to have increased by around 25% versus the 2016/17 season 

• Wheat hectares were down 17% compared to 2016/17 season.  Barley remained constant 

• Other industries including macadamia and avocado are geared for growth 

 

Restructuring at CropLife SA and SAAHA 

 
Over the last 18 months CropLife SA ExCo has embarked on a renewal program aimed at giving strategic vision to the      

industry. The key strategic areas of operation were identified as being;  

• Stewardship 

• Government liaison, legislation and compliance 

• Communication and brand building of the crop protection industry 

• Education, training and skills development 

 
Following this strategic initiative, a supporting organisational structure is being implemented.   Additionally, an important     

enabling environment requires the disassociation of CropLife SA and SAAHA to focus on these initiatives.  

 

Distribution Committee: The distribution committee is the platform to engage the distributor member companies.  Membership 

rate was the highest to date with only 3 companies out of 30 not being members. The distribution committee played a major 

role in the development and implementation of the CPD system as part of the accreditation of agents. The system was further 

implemented and adapted to fit the criteria for accreditation as set by the Distribution Committee and approved by ExCo. 

Roadshows and visits to distribution members assured a high level of membership and the adoption of the CPD system.  

 
SABS: CropLife SA successfully contributed to the revision of SANS10206: The handling, storage and disposal of pesticides. 

The standard forms an integral part of the CropLife SA waste management project.  Contributions were made in the revision of 

transport of dangerous goods standards that will be published shortly. A project proposal for the revision of the aerial           

application standard was agreed by SABS and a working group from the industry will contribute to develop the revised         

standard. 

 
Combined Congress, August 2017 

 
A successful congress attended by about 250 delegates from industry, other input industries, analytical laboratories, state  

departments and a special delegation of 18 agriculture extension officers from Limpopo Province was held. 

 
Managing Emerging Pests 

 
The Fall Army Worm outbreak necessitated a rapid intervention by CropLife SA to facilitate the emergency registrations of 25 

agricultural remedies to control the outbreak.  It resulted in a close collaboration between CropLife SA management, CropLife 

SA members, SABO (SA Biological Products Organisation) members and the office of the Registrar of Act No. 36 of 1947 to 

deliver suitable and effective registered pesticides to the farming community.  CropLife SA has two members on the FAW task 

team who assisted farmers in South Africa, Botswana, Malawi, Zambia and Namibia with advice. The CropLife SA consultant 

presented training at the FAO workshop for African nations that was hosted by the ARC.   

 

CropLife SA also catalysed the rapid emergency registration of agricultural remedies for a massive outbreak of African         

Bollworm in canola and wheat in the Western Cape.  

 
CropLife SA works closely with the invasive pest’s task team to monitor and report outbreaks of tomato leaf miner in South 
Africa. 
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Resistance Action Committees  

 
 IRAC was very active last year and played a significant role in the management of the Fall Army Worm outbreak. It also hosted 

a special workshop at the ARC on resistance management in general. IRAC also developed new guidelines on Diamide        

resistance management. The team undertook a road show on insecticide resistance management in Limpopo and the Western 

Cape. 

 FRAC was reinitiated last year with a successful inaugural meeting and devised a work plan for the future. Many CropLife SA 

members are actively participating in the new FRAC. 

The HRAC committee was also revived in 2017. Meetings were traditionally arranged in the north and in the south but it was 

agreed to have a national committee with two working groups. It was agreed that meetings need to be held bi-annually. A range 

of topics were identified to focus on and representatives were appointed to focus on the different crop groups to maximise      

inputs to the committee.  

 
Information Resources 

 

CropLife SA has six compendiums in its series, namely control of plant pests, control of weeds in agriculture, control of problem 

plants, control of plant diseases, control of indoor pests and use of plant growth regulants, defoliants and desiccants.  These 

compendiums are in their eighth year of existence and are still popular. Kathy van Zyl of Crop Solutions compiles the           

compendiums.  

 

CropLife’s SA Agricultural Remedies Database. Kathy van Zyl compiles the set if basic information spread sheets on all        

agriculture remedies and these are posted on the CropLife SA’s website regularly. The database serves the country well and 

has already been used twice by government departments to service their international obligations in terms of pesticide         

management.  

 
The CropLife SA Agri-Intel Database has grown tremendously with a huge volume of new information added to the background 

dataset. CropLife SA appointed a contractor to collect local and international MRL data and populate the database with such 

data.  Agri-Intel is rapidly becoming an important tool for international certification agencies to check on supplier compliance.  

The new Agri-Intel website development was a huge undertaking and it should be launched within the next few days. It will be 

available on all electronic platforms and will have at least 22 search functions.  The Agri-Intel team is constantly auditing the 

data to ensure correctness.    

 

Waste Management. CropLife SA overhauled the empty container management system last year. All collectors and recyclers 

were interviewed and advised regarding compliance. The current list of approved collectors and recyclers (28 in total) is availa-

ble on the website.  CropLife SA assists these collectors and recyclers by issuing an annually renewable certificate of approval 

as well as a CropLife SA Certificate of Adequate Disposal that is issued to farmers who comply with the requirements.  

 

Critical Skills Development. CropLife SA sponsored two interns who worked at the office of the Registrar for an introductory 

course in toxicology.  Negotiations are being finalized with the Dept. of Biochemistry at the University of Pretoria to sponsor two 

students to further their studies in toxicology.  We have furthermore entered into an agreement with the University of            

Stellenbosch to sponsor a young forensic scientist on a two-year experimental MSc in toxicology. This will also be the first       

person to enrol for the online diploma in basic and advanced toxicology at the University of Stellenbosch. 

 

Small Packs Committee. The small pack committee (SPC) did a lot of promotion on safe and responsible use of rodenticides 

during the past year. The groups’ technical lead also offered responsible marketing and selling courses to the cooperative and 

nursery sector. Member companies started their own Facebook pages and use short responsible use messages as promotional 

tools out of their own accord.    

 
Safety, Health, Environment and Compliance Committee 

 

The committee was well attended during the past year dealt with many issues of which the Application Working Group is a   

significant one.  The group will revise SANS 10118 (aerial applicators), and a SANS for ground based application, review the 

feasibility of drones in pesticide application, draft special documents on calibration, low volume-high dosage applications and 

new technology. The SHEC committee is also monitoring the three international conventions (Stockholm, Rotterdam and Basel) 

to advise members on developments. CropLife SA furthermore investigated illegal imports and advertising of pesticides and 

reported these to the DIAC Inspectorate. 
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The way forward: It is important for the Industry not to lose momentum on the new strategy and structure envisaged.  

 

The relationship with DAFF and particularly the Registrar of Act 36 of 1947 remains a key priority.  As industry is         

challenged with new regulations and particularly the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of 

Chemicals (GHS) and future requirements of GLP for residue trials, we need to keep engaging to ensure industry is         

capacitated.   

 

Marius Boshoff 

President CropLife South Africa 

 

The new Executive Committee for 2018 / 2019 is as follows: 

 

President: Marius Boshoff    Villa 

Vice President: Klaus Eckstein   Bayer 

Kobus Steenekamp    Monsanto 

Abraham Vermeulen    Syngenta 

Henk van der Westhuizen   Philagro 

Marcel Dreyer    Arysta 

Quinton Cross    Nulandis 

Ockie Olivier     Adama 

Gerrit Badenhorst    Rolfes 

Chris Thompson    LAC 

Jacques Du Preez    Nexus 

Rolf Dieckman    Viking 

L-R Marcel Dreyer, (directly behind him) Gerrit Badenhorst, Abraham Vermeulen, Rolf Dieckman, Klaus Eckstein, 

Marius Boshoff, Jacques Du Preez, Kobus Steenekamp, Quinton Cross  
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Brazil Sugar Mills Start Planting GM Sugarcane 

Around 100 sugar mills in Brazil have started planting 

the first commercialized variety of GM sugarcane.      

Developed by Centro de Tecnologia Canavieira (CTC) 

to be resistant from cane borer, the GM sugarcane has 

been initially planted on 400 hectares (988 acres) of 

land.  

Cane borer is a common pest in Brazilian sugar mills, 

which costs US$1.5 billion of losses and insecticide  

expense annually. One of the solutions to the pest            

problem suggested by experts was to plant insect       

resistant sugarcane. It is projected to improve yields, 

reduce production cost, and increase profit. In June 

2017, the National Biosafety Technical Commission 

approved Bt sugarcane after proving that the sugar and 

ethanol obtained from it are identical to the conventional 

sugarcane. Studies also showed that the Bt gene and 

protein were completely eliminated from sugarcane 

products after processing. Environmental studies further 

showed that Bt sugarcane does not cause negative     

effects. 

Golden Rice Gets Approval from Health Canada 

On March 16, 2018, Health Canada has notified the             

International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) that it has no      

objection to the food use of Provitamin A Biofortified Rice 

Event GR2E, more commonly known as Golden Rice. The 

decision coincides with the approval from Food Standards   

Australia New Zealand (FSANZ) in December 2017. 

In their announcement, Health Canada said that "the changes 

made in this rice variety did not pose a greater risk to human 

health than rice varieties currently available on the Canadian 

market." In addition, Health Canada also concluded that GR2E 

would have no impact on allergies, and that there were no   

differences in the nutritional value of GR2E compared to other 

traditional rice varieties available for consumption except for 

increased levels of provitamin A. 

Scientists with expertise in molecular biology, microbiology, 

toxicology, chemistry, and nutrition conducted a thorough        

analysis of the data and the protocols provided by IRRI to       

ensure the validity of the results. Health Canada conducted a 

comprehensive assessment of Golden Rice according to its 

Guidelines for the Safety Assessment of Novel Foods.  

Their approach in the safety assessment of GM foods is based 

upon scientific principles developed through expert                   

international consultation over the last 20 years with agencies 

such as the World Health Organization (WHO), the Food and 

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), and the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 

(OECD). This approach is also currently applied by regulatory 

agencies around the world in countries such as the European 

Union, Australia/New Zealand, Japan, and the United States. 

 

ISAAA 

ISAAA 

https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=bf47f0a577&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=e04476c8f5&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=bd277ab4be&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=c205415e1e&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=c205415e1e&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=f1c34468c6&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=a8c86ee866&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=fbfa4671a9&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=f47adf7622&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=8a974b9776&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=970ade0b33&e=c3836bc48f
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Forty Years of Data Quantifies Benefits of Bt Corn Adoption Across Different Crops 

In a novel and large scale study, researchers from the University of Maryland (UMD) College of Agriculture and Natural        

Resources (AGNR) have put together 40 years of data to quantify the benefits of Bt corn. Previous studies have shown the 

benefits of Bt corn adoption on pest management for pests like corn borer for years, but this is the first study to look at the 

effects on other offsite crops in North America. 

Bt corn, a genetically modified crop adopted in the United States in 1996, makes up over 90% of the current corn production 

in the country. In the study, Dr. Galen Dively, Integrated Pest Management (IPM) Consultant in the Department of                    

Entomology, and Dr. Dilip Venugopal, UMD Research Associate, used data from 1976-2016 to look at trends 20 years          

before and 20 years after Bt corn adoption. "Safety of Bt corn and other GMOs has been tested and proven extensively, but 

this study is about effectiveness of Bt corn as a pest management strategy, particularly for offsite crops or different crops in 

different areas than the Bt corn itself," explains Venugopal. 

By controlling the corn borer population, the study shows significant decreases in recommended spraying regimens, pest 

populations, and overall crop damage not just for corn, but also for peppers, green beans, and other important crops to North 

American agriculture. These benefits have never before been documented and showcase Bt corn as a powerful tool to          

combat pesticide resistance and advance the agricultural industry. 

Venugopal said that the next step would be to "quantify the millions and millions of dollars in economic benefits we see here 

in a very concrete way to show money and time saved on spraying and pest management, crop damage reduction, as well 

as consideration of the environmental benefits." He emphasized that Bt corn should be considered as one of many tools in 

an IPM tool box. "The benefits are undeniable, but must always be weighed against many other options to use a broad range 

of tools and maximize benefit while minimizing any potential risks," he added. 

 Dr. Galen Dively Dr. Dilip Venugopal 

https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=9fd2fb2605&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=fe8f49da20&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=5eed62c07a&e=c3836bc48f
https://isaaa.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=90d9912fca3d624d294e24b28&id=dcaa088ed2&e=c3836bc48f
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